
INTERVIEW WITH PAULINE OLIVEROS BY MO~RA. ROTH 

NR: Can we begin by talking about Bonn Feier which you did in Germany 

this spring. 

PO: The piece was actually written in 1971 as a result of a commission 

from Palomar College. I thought about that commission for a while and it 

occurred to me that I should write a piece which incorporated whatever 

elements were present in the music department; ~ then it occurred to me 

to incorporate whatever elements were present in the .whole campus. So my 

position was to assume that the entire campus and everybody in it were 

involved in my piece. The next step was to heighten the perception of the 

activities that were already present. I thought of doing this in several 

different ways: visually, auditorially and kinetically. One idea was 

to have some people walk very, very slowly and meditatively so it would cause 

every other person who was walking in the vicinity to look different. 

That was one part. Then I had some sound elements in the piece which 

~Jere designed to heighten the sonic environment. The musicians were simply 

to listen to the environment and then gradually begin to play what they 

heard, , to blend with it-- the idea was to blend and not to imitate which 

isa very careful dist·inction . 

. Generally, anybody or any group that performed in any way whatever could 

take part in this piece but the performance should be held in an unusual 

place. For instance, you might find a Barber Shop Quartet suddenly appearing 

in the hallway of the school, sing a number and then leave. 

MR: Instead of the usual site of an auditorium. 

PO: Right. So the piece was about shifting into different contexts, like 

a farmer coming to milk a cow in the parking lot, or an administrator 
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coming to work wearing an unusual hat or an unusual attireo Having a 

secretary at \'JOrk normally but she would have her desk outside on the grass. 

These were suggestions and they weren't intended to be the things that were 

done but rather to give people guidelines as to how they could take part 

in this piece. The idea was to play on the subli minal level of perceptiono 

My greatest desire was that someone would see something unusual but not 

really take it in at the time. Later at home, the person might say, 11 I 

saw something pretty wefrd today." And that would be the audience involvemento 

The Palomar perftirmance was only for one day. Most people figured it was 

a prank, not everyone, but it didnt have the subtlety it needed. Ideally, 

it should have gone on for a year for the accumulation of such events over 

a year's time could cause really deep change. 

t·1R: And then in Bonn you got the chance to work vii th a whole city rather 

than merely with a small campus, but it still wasn't for a long period of timeo 

PO: I saw an ad in High Fidelity for an international competition sponsored 

by the city of Bonn for the Beethoven Festival. They wanted ·Stadt Musik 

[ "cl . .LLY mus1"c"] and Stadt Mus1"k was to ,·nclude env1· onmental el"m n ........ , r , c:• e• ~..~ --

theater events and street paintings, uses of the city's bui 1 dings, etc~ .-

and when I looked at those guidelines, I knew I had already written the 

piece. Now Link was the title of the piece that was commissioned by Palomar, 

and included in Link was a bonfire, ~round which all of the people who had 

participated in the piece would gather together and chant. 

I had already decided to call the German piece bonfire Bonnfire --

and I had already won the prize with that title when I went to a concert 

at UCSD. John Stewart was sitting there and I told him that I had won the 

prize for ]gn~ and he said, well if you really wanted to make a pun, 
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you would say Bonn "feier" which in German means celebration. 

~,1R: So you went off to Germany to . celebrate. Wh~t happened. in Bonn? 

PO: The awarding of the prize was a ceremony which would begin the piece. 

~ I stipulated that the awarding of the prize was not to be announced 

in public. Since Bonn is the birthplace of Beethoven there is the Beethoven 

statue in the main square.and &Q I asked that I be given the prize under the 
;,1 

$f· 
statue of Beethoven. I arranged for a Ghanian drummer who drummed and a 

crowd gathered around. Then the BUrgermeister made a speech, ~I received 

my prize, -and for the ten minutes of the a~"'arding_ of the prize it rained~. 

After that -- in the same platz I thought it would be interesting 

to sell moustaches to \'/omen. There was a certain similarity in dress and 
lfopf..r> 

attitude among It he older women in G~rmany, ~- I w-ished to see one of those 

women, who were so solemn, wear a moustache. The idea was that moustaches 

\'Jould be sold in the plaza to women only~ ~Any woman who ··would \·tear a 
A MAN It-NO ~ WC)~N l:'!.l-~...{ 

moustache would have it free. Se tlt<'1t got ~la;teti right away~ hawking 
'Itt"'""..,- It F-.,...l!J(_ "'rif's_ c ~..vr. . . 

moustaches~ People would s.ay to me that they• d always \'/anted to wear a 

moustache; it was some kind of secret desire being fulfilled. 
-f-h~t: 

Then another activity started right away was the children painting the 
. " 

manhole covers. Now I have always been fascinated with manhole coverso 

" Since they wanted street painting in my piece, those manhole covers painted 

would be very exciting. There \'las an artist ~-~ho organized a lot of children to 

do that.~ !twas one of the most successful parts of the piece in Bonn in 

the sense that people were really c~~tured· by it. Just the children 1 ~ 

concentration was amazing. They loved doing it and it was collaboratively 

done. As you saw in the photographs of the piece, after a while the . 
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drawings began to sp111 out of the manhole covers and make connections between 

one cover and another. People would~ stop and 'watch with great fascination 

and that pleased me a great deal. The children had the kind of concentration 
~t.'f wtfi.t.. NoT 

that I wanted, -and ~selfconscious~~. · 
A 

Looking around the German department store windows in Bonn I found 

consumerism very rampant. I would look in and see furniture settings 

in the windows.~Jrt occurred to me that it would be wonderful to see old 

people sitting in the window, using the furniture, visiting, or~ playing 

cards
1
or doing crafts or whatever they wanted. As a result there was one 

store window that was done that way. 

MR: Old people tend to be hidden away by society. And here they could have 

a prominent place. 

PO: Right. That idea was in back of it. In this one store window they had 

pens i o.ners doing paintings. As a result of i tJ they started giving tours 

to pensioners around the city, and taking them various places, so there was 

some kind of social chan~e~that came from that~~ People were 
.1\ ·~ 

fascinated to watch them; all kinds of people gathering around the windows, 

_as soon as they saw something alive and moving there. 

MR: Then there were sound events too. Wasn't one with children? 

PO: Yes. The children were asked to provide themselves with a sound-maker 
" 

that could be heard at a great dist~nce and something that was easy to play. 
""-

. . 
They sat in a circle and listened for twenty minutes or more just to~ lrM~tt.AJT 

EAt.ri 
~er~~ sound~~ the ambiance, ~lnen began to make a signal that they had ,. 
invented. They all played together so they made a kind of rhythm patternJ~ 

~-en after that was es tab 1 is hed they s 1 owly began to move avJay from the circle. 
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,J.crJJf 
Continuing to signal intermittantly as they movedAaway from each other --

Sl>ut~Lt ~~~'U(.. 
the rule was to try to keep in touch.with at least one person--they moved 

,. ' 1\ 

throughout the city area until they finally lost toucho The children's 

group met -initially under the statue of Beethoven and circles of people 

gathered around them, so when the children got up and moved away they left 

a circle of people. The result of that kind of activity was that the sounds 

in the environment were amplified. By amplified I don't mean that they actually 

physically become louder, but perceptually they become louder. When you are 

listening for a signal, you begin to hear other things and have to ·sort 

out whether you are hearing the signal or not. ~jfhe audience:~rceiv~ 
that way as well. 

One of the important elements of the piece that was missing were four 

~ African drummers. I had intended that they would be stationed 
Mtt-((.kt.D ay -rh t. ~,",vrs oF- Th t c.oN>.f',...; 

at distances4and invisible, but that they would talk to each other with 

the drum, in drum language, b~t I couldn•t get that across to the translator. 

They provided me with only one Ghanian drummer, so he had to be used differ-

ently _than I had intended. Thus the piece as yet hasn•t had a really definitive 
~s-rtt 

performance; the definitive performance .would take aryear and a lot of 
.( 

training. 

MR: Then you also had slow movement events$ 

PO: Yeso There were three people a~d one of them~ was a German man who had 
1\ 

been in my seminar in Berlin in 1947 and he came to be in the pieceo 

He 1 d been studying Tai Chi and he wanted to do the slow walking.~~ 

_did~ant to be-held to any Zei tplau either,.- \thi eR...J:las ni c..eo A 11 three 

people did their walking early in the morning, sometimes late in the day. 

~lEhey would walk very, very slowly. It would take them an hour to cover 

one b 1 ock. ~ ~eop 1 e waul d fo 11 ow them and demand to know what they were doing, Sc~£. 
1-J~t) IK-TVIILV-( 

-~try it. Peter would explain that it was very beneficial and he 
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loved it~ ~e said that he learned a great deal about seeing from walking 

in that way. 

You know, it always amazed me that things happened, because I didn't know 

where anything was going to take place, yet I had the experience over 

and over again of being exactly at the point where people would begin their 

daily activity although it was not scheduledo I had a psychic kind of 
~ connection. This day_) 

/_...,.- - , .. ! i - . 

-~~ gone on a boat trip up the Rhine during the festival and came 

0 back. I came in that a~~ernoon ~~dl · . 

~J thought surely there was nothing happening.~ 

I sat in a sidewalk tafe1 I had never sat in beforeo Suddenly after five 
. " or ten minutes ~ hand began to move slowly past my face.~ I looked 

f\t,f'Qat'L..o $~ na.u 
around and I ~aw that there were ~ people doing these motions~ gradually 

(..PNTI~U/J.J (.,... 
getrfng up from ~ table and .g.oin§ into~slow motion dance. 

MR: Were those the same people who did the sweeping event? 

PO: No, those were actors. Originally I had hoped the real streetcleaners 

would wear tuxedos, but they wouldn't do it, because they said they would 

be embarrassedo So we got actors to do ito. They asked me what to do and .. 
I said,~ sweep the streets~( really clean~,- and se -,;ney kept the 

,, 
Munsterplatz cleaner than it had ever beeno They all wore tuxedos. 

But it would have be~n more effective if I could have involved the real 

street cleaners because the street cleaners wore a costume anyway. They 

wore an orange street cleaning outfit and to change that to tuxedos would 

have been incredibleo But it is very hard to get a community to take something like 
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Bonn Feier serious1y. 

One of the star performers in the .piece was a hobo who called himself * · 
,, · ( i..J'FE. ltf!Tl Sr) · (St">&~"fTU> H-IM Ir-S~ 

11 Lebens kuns t 1 er'}\ Linda and r;were --wa1 k 1 ng ~cfown the street. and · .. :e had CO'llle 

upon this mafl Hhe Hu5 s-taFt&i-A§- ·EH1 his A:e-ae. He was standing on his head 

right in the m·i ddl e of the wa 1 kway ~ peop 1 e were passing by and he was 
) 

singing.~ Ve looked into his face and he was smiling. That was wonderful. 

He was part of the piece, even though he di dn 1 t knm.; he was. There . he was doing 

his unusual act and ~~ned . ~t that he seemed to turn up everywhere we 

wereA~~ at energetic moments of the piece. If something 

was happening, ~te~la f i Re ~t aAdvhe 1 d come and take advantage of the situa

tion to do his act. He would stand ~on his head and then he would start 

to sing. . The worcs that I could Linders tand were "Ludwig, Ludwig".~ I 

really cracked up the day he stood on his head at the b?.se of the statue · 

of Beethoven . singing his Ludwig song. So we called him Ludwig, though 
f'.D/t. 7J.& f.. f&'1 U:,t;. 1 

\ve di dn 1 t know what his name was. He was such. a metaphor,....£~ seei_ng the 

wo~ld upsidedown. He had such an air about him of simplicity and generosity 

that it was very moving.~~ He became ~Md of the major symbol of the piece 

in Bonn. 

MR: You also staged a .series of what I would call more deliberately theatrical 

scen~where the characters dressed yp, and they did a ritualistic birth scene. 

PO: Yes, well that was n~t· my staging. According to t he score any kind of 

a group could do their particular perforwing work, but out of context. 

So this was Solomon's Theater Group, and they did improvisational theater 

but they had never worked in the streets. So they came out in the .street. 

MR: So throughout you had initial control in the sense that it was your 
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score, yet you hardlyr_~,r knew h.ow_.,thinos w. Quld hilRJL~P· 
l~ovm:t-t~..~..ememo--r su}Jru..~ 

PO: ~a-S-G+te·-~f" the th~ngs that ~'NA~ich comes out of the 

kind of instructions that generate events. There is a collaboration between 

myself as the composer, and the performers, where I don't know what is 

going to happeno I do but I don't, and to have that kind of surprise is 

wonderful. 

MR: Is there anything else you \vant to say about Bonn Feier? 

PO: ~ I think it would have been more -successful ~ ·i:J t-A!l f~"¥TT1atl}~ if there 

were an agreement fo-r a community somev;here to do it for a year 1 afld that .. 
wovtl) tl.,-... 

1there ~workshops so that I could work with people for a period of time 
~ 

to get -them started. 

MR: What about San Diego? 

PO: rfeH., 1hat would be quite extraordinary. 
rtt.i-r.~ 

MR: ·winning the Bonn Beethoven~seems a fitting culnination to your 

longtime plays with Beethoven. 

PO: I am truly fond of the music of Beethoven. I was asked to do the 

Bonn Feier for the 150th anniversary of Beethoven in 0'"'"""" UVIIIIe And also, 

at that time, I was asked to write a statement, as were many other composers, 

about my relationship to Beethoven and my attitude to Beethoven.a.Rd s6 I ·eH.6. 
A 

~ I wrote WtrS that as a 1 ittle girl I was fas'ci·nated by~ ptcture 
#WN (.- PI~;., 0 

of Beethoven that tbPy ~~t - on the wall in my grandmother's studio; the wild 
. ~ 

hair and the frown. I would look at that very often in my childhood. 

So that: ift-t..erest~ ~bo'lt l'Hm. -And thep, Beethoven was the composer that 

I studied the most. I did some analytical work on the Eroica Symphony 

and various other Beethoven pieces. Then, of course~John Cage was against 

Beethoventwf1icb: is.-~r:ltQresting,.. tJif.. fE.Itltt'tf.> ffi£- *m1vr>e m~rr 8~7h~VEN 

M'> M' R~ltS I'Uftl t. S~NTE-t), 
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MR: And you felt Beethoven needed a little defending. 

PO: Oh, yes. · In fact, I remember the first time that I ever talked with 

John Cage, I talked to him a long time about how much I loved Beethoven. 

In 1965 I wrote my first theater piece and it featured a larger-than-life

sized bust of Beethoven, made of papier m~ch~ with eyes that light up red. 

~ ~is part in the piece was to sit on a grand piano which was not played 

during the piece. 

MR: At this point, the spirit of Beethoven knew that he was in for an unusual 

time with you. 

PO: Yes. As a mat~er of fact, during the course of the piece, Beethoven 

is carried by the conductor with his eyes flashing red through the audienceo 
ftlt.s{.;JA16' ~.S A/ef C.u[;1l 

The l+'§"A4-;i..& si~t~~ by the sound of a cash register. That is the first 

time I used Beethoven as a theatrical element. The piece was called Pieces 

-· 
MR: And the first time you had done a theater piece. 

PO: I had done one before but it had been a collaborative work. This was 

my own fantasy theater piece. ~ later I did _the piece ca 11 ed Daub 1 e 

. Basses at 20 Paces. It is a theater piece which· involved a duel between two 

string bass p 1 ayers. The piece actually takes the form of a duf, ; they pace 

off ten paces each from the center, face each oth~r, and have various instruc-
. 

ti ons v1hi ch prompt them to do various acts. They invent their parts pretty 

much from the instructions so that their own personal characteristics will 

come through. For instance the~e is a simple instruction which tells the 

players to play a passage of some sort, and then an action involving twirling 

the bass around. ~ I got that i mage from watching bass players in various 

bands in Texas; there was a midget bass player in a band called the Texas 
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lpf;Jr;$ . 
Top ~' and he used to slap his bass and t'r'lirl it ar·ound. ~ I used to 

1 ove to see that. Y.ou. SqW _the . performance with Bert Turetzky and Paul 

Simons as the two protagonists. Bert slapped his bass and twirled it arourid 

with great flourish as a "diatribe and . then Paul ~when it was his 
. J 

turn .t;a. t~>rit=l th9 Nss, a~~e started to tvli rl the bass in a really shaman-
./ . _) . - -1(; ~e>~r OF 

istic style>which was to keep twirling it and not stopping~Dervishing 

the bass, you know. 

MR; Then there was a 1 ot of hi 1 ari ous di a 1 ogue bet\veen the twoe ~Their 

11 seconds" came out and joined in. 

PO: The dialogue came from such instructions as "describe yc!..!~ bas-s_ 11 

Or. describe why you use the German bow,or why you don't use the German bow. 
~ 

MR: You said that when the piece was first performed the "surprise" ending 

was literally a surprise to the participants. 

PO: 1he final act of th£ ~ieee has the instruction to do a pizzicato tr~molo 

on the bass, which is a difficult feat, because bass strings are very thick 

and you have to keep the fingers moving in an equal alternate machination 

of strokes~~e instructions are to start it inaudibly and crescendo contin

uously until the other person has to stop. ~lhat is the final flourish . 
e 

of the du~l. So the two face each other again and start th~ tremolo. When 

it was premiered, the two players began their duel"' and I hadn't told them 

what the ending was. They thought that they were going to duel until 
: -~ . .:._ 

they·both dropped. 

MR: We forgot to mention that a conductor stands silently conducting 

with a baton throughout the piece. 

PO: He actually gives cues to the players at times, but he also conducts 

Beethoven's Fifth Symphony with no orchestra and with no relationship to . 

what's going on. His instructions are to hear it mentally and do every-

thing just right for Beethoven's Fifth Symphony. Hl.S ft<..,DoN.> lrlt1- Tht..l'f-Tni.CA-L, 

1--
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In the midst of this pizzicato tremolo where both of these guys thought . 

they were going to have to continue for half an hour. maybe, all the lights 

flashed on and off, which was the lightening. Then thunder cracks ~ ~~~ 

~ the sound of rain,a~d theR thare ~sA blur~ appears on 
~ IY~~ 'S . f'rt"PflA':i't.c..Tt.tl ~~~z.• · 

the wall~~~ gradually comes into focus and Beethoven•s death mask 
-n-. ~ C!wt? ... " 

is seen .proj e.c~e@. as an enormous image on the auai tori urn \va 1) ~ sefeen 

and you hear the final cadences of Beethoven•s Fifth Symphony. That first 

performance was a comp 1 ete gem because it surprised everyone} i~~OJ~- :f:a-Jt.-ftJl.'FofU-1LM • 

MR: Could we go to a whole different side of you which isn't to do with 

wit and punning and such delight~ but has to do witr1 meditation, sTowness1 ~,J 
~ 

ritual though these two aspects often exquisitely overlap. 
~r -

PO: It was/\the end of the sixties that I began to move into a mode of learning 
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about meditation. You know what the sixties were -- they were very upsettingo 
' Somebody once asked me what did I mean by that and I said socially there was 

the FSM, the Vietnam War, the assassination of two Kennedies and Martin 

Luther King. There were the McCarthy hearings that started in the fifties 

and all that. 

MR: You had also been living in the Bay Area until you moved down to the 

University of California, San Diego. 

PO: Right. · I came to UCSD in 1967 and the Vietnam War protests and atroci

ties were at their height. A student at UCSD sat in the plaza 1~ poured 

kerosene on himself and burned .h·imself to death"' Then} L was watc-ldng 
~ . 

my television set when Robert Kennedy was assas1nated. I had been asleep, 

" ~just before it happened I woke up· and savJ it. ~I felt the temper 

of the times. I felt the tremendous fear and -- what can I say -- the opposite 

of calm. Everybody was in an uproar and I began to feel a tremendous need 

to find a way' to calm myself. The pressures v1ere too great. The social 

events were simply mirrors of what was inside. I began to retreat. I didn't 

want to play concerts. I began to turn inward. I had already been very 

interested in listening to long tones and listening to the environment~ 

but I began to see these interests in a more extended way. I noticed that 

if I played a long tone on\ the accordian and san~ · with_it --that it began 

to relax me and I would feel better. So I ocganized a group aRd \IE u~e6 

to meet and improvise. About that same time I met Al Ruang, the fhinese 

Tai Chi dancer, and Elaine Sommers~-rhey both gave me a new perspective 

on the body. 

One day I finally articulated a meditation for the group based on breath. 

Every sound that comes out of an instrument or voice comes with the breath. 
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The meditation sound was to be made in the involuntary mode rather than the 
l 

voluntary mode. That means if you were singing, you would allow your vocal 

chords to vibrate, but not try to place the tone, but rather simply let 

whatever tone came out, come with the breath. Once I discovered that a 
.I 

e, 
number of meditations came out of it. I b~gan to call my work Sonic Meditations 

l"-
~~hat Aame caffiC u~ about 1971. Previously I had done some meditative 

A 

work; one piece was a large choral work · based on the points of the compass. 

Another piece called ra ·valerie ·s. ·and Marilyn Monroe in Recognition of 

Their Desperation again had a meditative feel, but not in the same mode as 

these new experiments in meditation. Incident a 11 v .. the Sonic-- M-edi-t.."?tion oroun 
v " - _, I 

began at the time the women's liberation movement was emerging. I decided 

it would be good to have women only for a while. They had been held down 

musically so long. We worked together for two years and out of that all these 

meditations began to come. I began to study and come upon work that was 

being done on consciousnesso In 1972 I did a meditation project in the 

Center for Music~ Experiment~ for nine weeks with people meeting two 

hours a day exploring meditation techniques. 

All the time through those years I began to change really drastically 

from that sixties perioa. Some of it was normal growth ~nd cP.a~QS but . ...., I 

quite a bit of the change came with meditation. ~r remember a really dramatic 

moment when we were doing a Sonic Meditation which is called ''Have You Eier 
~ ·-. -

Heard the Sound of an Iceberg Melting?'' When ice melts from a berg, there 

are millions of little pulses of the cracking of the ice. It sounds like 

white noise, and so this meditation!s instructions were to listen to white 

noise, or to go to a waterfall or some natural source of white noise, and 

listen to it. During one of those group sessions 
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there \vas suddenly a_ great pulse through my body. ·I fe 1 t this pulse . 

and I felt all the muscle sets in rny 5ody release, afT4.Jt effected a perman-

ent change. From tfiat poi ntfr was more re 1 axe~~~$ ?i~~~re~ 
&~d it came in the midst of that meditation. 

MR: You worked a great deal with the Sonic Meditation group in private 

meetings. There were a lot of exercises to do with body movements and ••• ? 

PO: Imagery, keeping dreams, keeping journals and doing the meditations. 

People began to go through changes. ~e privacy was necessary because 

meditation was not something that was au currant. People didn't know 

\-Jhat I \'tas doing. Musically it didn't haveany meaning for colleagues 

at the time, so I preferred to just go underground. Gradually we emerged 

and began to do programs, but I had to insist that I wasn't doing a concert. 

Because the word 11 concert 11 raises expectations ~I wanted J rather) to have 

peopl~ participate in a way you don't at a regular concert. One of our 

early experiences was going up to Eugene, Oregon to do these things. 

It was so wonderful because p~ople there were very receptive. They are 

used to the grey northwest and respond very readily to meditation. 

~Je had a workshop beforehandJ.a-00 then people came to the program. Ther..,e 
. one.. Y,unJreJ ~ Ff~ 

\'Vere about 1:5'0 peop 1 e doing that first breath meditation; it was gorgeous, 

" it sounded like an ocean. 

Eventually, after the· meditations group project I went on a tour 

by myself and did a series of meditations that I had made as a solo, and 

also led groups in meditation. Twenty-six or so of these Sonic Meditations 

have been published. 

What happened was that I began to compose with the meditations; 
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taking them and maki.ng situations where there were different groups doi~g 
. . M A-Kuvu- · It-

different meditc/Qtbns simultaneously, 1\~ that yon .got al\layered composi-
. . ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 

tion. ~I wrote a piece called i=rm~ · Two: A'Ceremorlial ·opera (1973-74) ~ 

~~lt was quite complicated in its arrangement of meditations. It had 

a visual meditation: a mandala formation which was made of ~e~pl~ a large 
· was the Crow Poet and sat at · . 

ci rc 1 e of .peop 1 e. A white-haired elderly v~omar// the manda 1 a center., 
\ 

~~l't the four points of the compass there were two white-haired 
. . M 

and t~·IO b 1 ack-ha ired women -- ~1ho were the four trow Mothers. These v1ere 
~tit( ftUS~~(oJt'~F ~'-iR- ffA-i~.~ 

women chosen for~~~. On the outside of the circle-- at the 

mid-points of the compass _;... were four di j er·i doo p 1 ayei~s. """'= -· _..!.! .:.=~ .! ...J-·~ 
lilt: UtJCf IUUU 

is an Australian aborigine instrument. The meditation began with the 

drummers -- there were seven dru~mers -- doing what is called a Single · 

Stroke Roll meditation, which is to imagine the equal alternation between 

hands or mal leu on the instrument and to let the roll begin from the 

imagination. The body responds to the imagination and starts the roll 

rather than willing ito If that instruction is carried out faithfully, 
e.vr_ $/J"" £ I N7'61'UJ~ 

the roll does indeed begin~ it is involuntary and it locks onto~ 

body rhythm. They are instructed not to change anything, but to keep it 
(.,b~..JTI~V~l..y 

going and toAmatch the imagination. ~1rnat is their meditation. With 

seven drummers doing it, it is a very complicated rhythmic cycling pattern~ 

~ J:t causes the, person ,to go into a meditative state. Besides the drummers 
k~ ~ -

the dijeridoo players were droning.~jfn the Mandeville Auditorium [at UCSD] 

there are wonderful catwalks where there were seven flute players doing 

a telepathic meditation. You would hear flute sounds, calls and responses 

and chords that came from that telepathic meditation. 
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~1R: I'll tell you what struck me at the very beginning was the amazing 
' stillness. The audience having sat through sound P.ieces in the first 

half of the Mandeville concert waited for sound to begin quickly and 

instead there was stillness for a long time. 

PO: This was the beginning of the meditation where the drummers were 

trying to establish thei-r mental image of what they were goi_ng to do. 

The mandala meditation group had no role except to listen to everythi_ng. 

MR: And then there were two dancers in white, a man and a woman. 

PO: Yes. They were doing a kinetic med·itation also in the involuntary 

mode. The instruction was to 1 oak at each other in the eyes, r.ev·er- t 1 i nkt;Tg

and to mirror each otheis motion. So what they had to mirror were the 
f\ 

small involuntary movements that begin to occur. Neither would know who 

was doing them sq neither had a feeling of power over the other. Instead 

they simply blended their movements. 

MR: And then began the encounter between the Crow Heyokas [the Sioux 
0 I'"S 

Indian word for sacred clown] and -the meditat~. The first Heyoka 

to appear on the stage was the Chinese dancer, Al Huang, who began by 

moving very slowly, huddled over in a black cloak. 

PO: He came wandering in 1 ooking 1 ike- an o 1 d man.~andered in as if he 

had come off the street. It looked like a scene QUt of Castaneda'~ 

The Teachings of Don Juan, because of the strange light that John Forkner 

created: light which was shimmering like moonl_ight. Al Huang walked in 

and investigated the mandala. The clowns really took the mandala as their 

· p 1 ayground, as their intention was to try to dis tract the meditators , 

~The meditators were instructed that the meditation 1t1as their &Wfl rml.j 
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protection. The clowns were instructed to attack the meditators ~18heir ,. 

only restraint was that tfley couldn't touch them. 

t•iR : There was an amazing and startling moment \.vhen Al Huang tears off _ 11_ 

w··rr'..-.. f'UM.. fiow--e-12-S btt:oJ2A.TiN6-- C-t-lS C./'toTLY\ J 
his black cloak. There he is dressed in red, and he begins to move t\ . 

wildly. 

PO: He let out a b1ood-curdling scream. If you weren't well-centered · 

you would have been knocked right off balance. 

MR: And that is followed by 

PO: Yes, they came to liven it up. Then finally the&e three crow-Heyokas 
M{Wt~ 

are lured away by a" crow kite and the crow. calls from offstage ~;!hich. led-

them down underneath the stage. Crows are of course attracted to shiny 

things. 

MR: And at that point the whole piece returns very .slowly to being still. 

PO: Yes, but really it had sustained that stillness throughout ~11 the 

disruption. 

t~R: \.Jhy the crow imagery? 

PO: I took the crow as my totem spirit bird, because I have always 
. ~.;.) 

been fascinated by them. ~nd &Qj[t seemed that was the proper title 
1\ 

for the piece.'4EloO ',;;ro(~ It was Crow Two because the first version of it 
• (done in Buffalo) was called Crow. The second version was called Crow ·rwo, 

but it also implied Crow T-w-o, T-o, and T-o-o. I loved that because there 

is no way to write it. Crows more and more are heralds for meo They always . . 
lr N "b ~Vt.rry 6 '£. fl.\ a $ CH t J Vo Ltl. 

herald interesting~tidings. 

{October 21, 1977, Leucadia, Californiao Edited version of the interview, 

approved by Pauline Oliveros~) 
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VlSUAL ARTS DEPARTMENT 

January 22. 1978 

I>amela Quinn 
New Performance Journal 
Oberlin Dance Collective 
223 Mississippi Street 
San Francisco 
California 94110 

Dear }amela Quinn, 

MAIL CODE: B - 027 . 

LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92093 

Enclosed is the intervie1.f Hi th Pauline 01 veros and a selection of photographs. 
There a.re captions on the back of each photograph(labelled 1-8) and t he 
remainder all come from BQnn ~ier( the color xero:x) and these ? photographs 
should give Linda 1:1ontano photo credit. Pauline and I talked it over and, 
as the color xerox images come from her only slides of the :piece she is a 
little aTL-xious about sending them through the mail. If you can Hork something 
out with the color xerox that Hill be marvellous, othen-Tise Hould you call 
her irnmedia tely at her home, and work something out with her -- either she 
will get the slides copied, or perhaps photographs can be made from them . here. 
Probably the best caption for all the Bonn Feier pieces would be eithe= 
"Boru1_feie r 1977u or "scene from Bonn Feier 1977" with the photo credit either 
under each or a reference made to it someHhere (however it works out in terms 

of your layout). 

There are, by the rray, no photos of Crow 11, otherwise we would have sent you 
someo 

e.f -
I thought it might make a nice grouping\~Pauline6~~~ugh the years(Photos 1-5), 
perhaps put together unless you might like to use the one of P·auline on the 
elephant as a cover image ( I h~ve always loved that photo). ~~e other irrage 
tha. t might be nice is the Bonn Fe ier Homan wl th a moustache o But obviously 
all such decisions are up to you. 
You can probably decipher the credits and descriptions of each photo from PO's 
handHritten note but to double ensure, they read as follows: 
1. Pauline Oliveros (center), age 16;(left) Lily Fay Ford and (right) Bobby 
Geldmacher. Reagan High School, Houston, Texas. ca. 1948. Photo credit: Van 
Dusen., 
2. Pauline Oliveros, age 16, Houston , 1exas . ca. 1947. Photo credit: Corwin Smith 
J.Left to right: Ramon Sender, Hichael Callahan, Pauline Oliveros and Tony 
Nartin. The San Francisco Tape Husic Center~ staff). 196# 

4 .• Pauline Oliveros. 197.5. Photo credit: Sandy 'labori 

5. , Pauline Oliveros and Carol . 
Becky Cohen. 

the Elephant. San Diego Zoo. 1974o Photo credit: 

6• The 

7. The 
~ 
~ 

Enslmble. 1972. Photo credit:- Fred Lonidier 

Ens(.'nble. 1972. Photo credit: Fred Lonidier 

(I guess you will have to do that sign handd:rawn? as I 
1.rnagine you cant type set it?) 

I 
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8. Pauline Oliveros, Pieces of Eight, performed in Minneapolis. 1965. Photo 
credit: Image Inc. 1977. 
9-15 Bonn Feier scenes. /Photo credit" Linda Nontano 

You may 1-rant to abbreviate, change punctuation,etc. of captions to make 
them consistant with the rest of the photo captions. By all means ••• 

I think the intervieH is clear, except neither of us could think of hoH to 
spell the adject Ghanaian??? p1-ge 3. Ili o you rave any ideas? 

I think the corrections on the interview are clear. If you have any questions, 
again call Pauline directly. 

As I mentioned I 1-rill be aHay in Nevi York until the evening of JanLary 30o 

Again, delighted that you are doing the interview and delighted in general 
that you are doing the journal. 

Good luck. Call me if there are any questions after January 30. 

l1oira Roth 
13 50 High ray 101 
Encinitas, California 92024 
Phone"?l4-753-4271 

Incidentally, would you do ne a favor and write me a formal note ack. the· 
intervieH, accepting it and saying when it will be published!t This is for 
some idiotic university business over my job re publication s. Hany thankso 

Probably an obvious point, but PO .,muld like the photos back when you are 
finished Hi th them as they are much treasured, and one -of -their-kind photos 


